
ROCK JUICE WINES ~ October 2019 
At the very least, all RJ wines are farmed organically/biodynamically (certified or verified practicing), fermented only with native yeasts, 

and produced with no additives except a small amount of sulfur (50ppm or less).  
 
2017 Tenuta di Tavignano Marche Bianco ‘Il Pestifero’ Pet’Nat $24 
Region: Marche < Italy 
Grapes: 70% Verdicchio 15% Malvasia 15% Sangiovese 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic farming; marly-calcareous rocky soil; made in the méthode ancestrale; undisgorged, no added 
SO2; 11.5% ABV 
Winemaker: Ondine de la Feld 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: 45-year old Ondine took over her family’s organic but very classic (read: staid) estate and decided to add a layer of 
fun, experimental wines to shake things up in the family portfolio. 
 
NEW VINTAGE ALERT! We love this lady-made Pet’Nat so much that we’re bringing back the 2017 vintage – in October, of course, 
because of the absurdly cute and seasonally appropriate packaging, with a neon pink jack-o-’lantern face its only adornment. This lightly 
sparkling and cloudy Verdicchio, done in the ancestral method (one fermentation in the bottle, crown capped to trap the natural CO2, 
nothing added or taken away) is super delicious, clean and easy to drink. It comes from an old-school estate in the Marche, on a hill 
overlooking the Adriatic sea, in the heart of the famous Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi DOC Classico appellation. Il Pestifero, which 
translates loosely as “bratty little boy” or “problem child”, is a new-ish wine for them, the result of Ondine’s sparkling experient. It 
worked, we love it, as will practically anybody to whom you serve it. Crowd-pleasing, not weird or cidery, low-octane bubbles in a great 
package. No brainer. 
 
NV Filipa Pato '3B' Blanc de Blanc $20 
Region: Bairrada < Portugal 
Grapes: Cerceal, Bical, Maria Gomes 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified biodynamic farming, 30-year-old vines planted on sand over clay-limestone; ferments in big barrel and 
stainless steel vats; minimal So2; 12% ABV 
Winemaker: Filipa Pato 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Filipa Pato, one of the young guns leading the natural wine revolution in Portugal, where’s she’s farming 
biodynamically and making honest, transparent wine that is “without make-up”. 
 
Filipa Pato, daughter of Portugal’s wine Jedi Master Luis Pato, worked alongside her dad for years, then channeled that experience 
towards making incredible, honest wines of her own. And judging by how fast we drained this bottle, it seems the force is very strong with 
this one. Her slogan is “without make-up”, because the goal is to make wine that is honest, true and without all the tricks and additives 
available in modern winemaking. Take this pretty Brut Nature, a delicious and unpretentious sparkler made from a blend of coastal 
Bairrada’s three traditional white (and high acid) varietals for a clean expression of the vineyards strong Adriatic influence. Bright and 
perky, with aromatic stone fruit, tangy citrus and racy acidity, this is a clean, fantastic (and affordable!) answer to all-occasion (and 
everyday!) bubbles. 
 

2018 Uphold Rosé For the Women $17 
Region: Sonoma + Mendocino County < California    
Grapes: Aglianico 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: organic farming; mixture of clay-limestone, galets roulés and sandy soils; 6 months aging in used barrels, then 4-
month natural fermentation in bottle; minimal added SO2 at bottling only 
Winemaker: Megan Glaab 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Megan Glaab, one-half of Ryme, a small Sonoma-based label she started with her husband Ryan – the name RYME, in 
fact, is a combo of their names – RY + ME).  She got her enology degree from the University of Adelaide in Australia, where she was force 
fed all the tricks and tools for making standard-issue wine, has respectfully ignored all the conventional rules and instead forged her path 
towards low-intervention, mindful winemaking. 
 
NEW VINTAGE ALERT: Wines for a cause tend to be a tough sell for us wine geeks, mostly because the cause tends to lead, with the 
wine coming second. But this one is from our friends, the super talented Megan Glaab and her husband Ryan of Ryme Cellars in Sonoma, 
who make a delicious rosé that we want to drink, first and foremost, and bonus – they donate 100% of all proceeds (not just profits) to 
organizations that support women’s rights! In 2017, believing that social progress cannot be left to its own devices, Megan and Ryan 
decided to become greater agents of positive change, using their crazy wine skills to raise money.  And we can’t think of a better way to 



support an important cause than imbibing this juice, fresh rosé, with a coppery, herbal tang matched by bright pomegranate and zingy 
acidy.  This vintage is totally crushable, with crunchy red fruit and notes of fresh mint.  Drink up, for the women! 
 
2018 Tessier Gamay Noir Barsotti Vineyard, El Dorado County $32 
Region: El Dorado County < CA 
Grape: Gamay Noir 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Uncertified organic farming; high altitude vineyard; decomposed granite soils; 100% whole cluster, lady foot 
stomped, then fermented and aged in neutral French oak; bottled unfined/unfiltered with minimal So2; 12.4% ABV; 102 cases made 
Winemaker: Kristie Tacey 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: The Tessier homepage, with a provocative image the 1965 film Faster Pussycat! Kill! Kill! and the Velvet Underground 
line, “Here she comes, you better watch your step,” tells you a lot about Kristie.  She is fierce, and not afraid to flex her power, or her 
femininity. She’s also incredibly smart. I mean, really, smart -- as in “former microbiologist who worked on the Human Genome Project” 
smart. In 2006, she left the field of science for wine, but never lost the discipline, bringing that scientific precision and geekiness to her 
winemaking. 
 
Kristie started her own project in 2009, working with a handful of family-farmed vineyards in NorCal, and at first, played it safe with more 
conventional California-style wines.  But as she’s learned and grown more confident, she has moved over to the natty side. But first she is 
a scientist, so although the wines are made in a very low-intervention way, they are clean, precise and balanced. Like this Gamay that 
exudes the glorious smells of sticky macerated strawberry, clove and wet forest floor.  Tart and crunchy, like red apple and plum skins, 
raspberry and cinnamon stick, it has the most delightful texture of burst pomegranate seeds and a racy acidity to round things out.  A very 
serious and delicious mountain Gamay that drinks more like a Pinot than its Beaujolais brethren.  
 
2017 Vignobles Réveille 'White Spirit' $24 
Region: AOP Côtes de Roussillon < France 
Grapes: Macabeu, Grenache Gris 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: certified biodynamic, dry farming; gneiss and flint soils; manual harvest in boxes, vigorous hand sorting; aged on 
lees in concrete vat; bottled unfined/unfiltered with no added inputs or So2; 12.5% ABV 
Winemaker: France Crispeels 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: France Crispeels, single mom from Belgium who moves to the French Pyrenees, with its harsh, dry, windy climate, and 
starts farming biodynamically and making fresh, delicious, zero-zero wines – all on her own, no man in sight.   
 
France launched Réveille (which means "Rise" in French -- a reference to the growing natural wine movement in the Roussillon) in 2006, in 
the Agly Valley near France’s Catalan border.   Originally from Belgium, she studied architecture, film and writing, and worked in the arts 
before going back to (enology) school in Marseille in 2000, after her son was born.  And her approach to winemaking – that of an artisan 
more than a scientist – shows in her pretty, non-linear wines (and killer labels!) Her estate (and actually, the region) is way more red wine-
focused, but we love her one white cuvee, White Spirit. Clean and crisp with a salty minerality, there is a seasonally appropriate richness 
and roundness to the fruit, which wavers between golden apples and candied ginger.  A really beautiful fall white. 
 
2018 Domaine Julie Benau 'Robot Cochon' $23 
Region: Picpoul de Pinet < Languedoc < France 
Grapes: Tempranillo 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming, sand/limestone soil with lots of fossils; semi-carbonic maceration; bottled unfined/unfiltered with 
zero added SO2; 13.5% ABV 
Winemaker: Julie Benau 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Julie not only took over her family’s Languedoc estate, but has made a name for herself with her envelope-pushing, 
often experimental, and always super low-intervention (zero-zero) wines -- an anomaly in this big, industrial region, where vineyards grow 
along the lagoons that are home to zillions of oyster beds. 
 
NEW VINTAGE ALERT: We’re back with the 2018 vintage of last year’s runaway hit!  A refresher on Julie’s story: The 16th century 
farmhouse estate in the Languedoc’s coastal backwoods was purchased by Julie's parents in 1980. At first, they sold all their grape 
production to the local co-op, but when daughter Julie came back home in 1999, she took charge and started making natural wine from 
the estate fruit.  She focuses mostly on Picpoul, the area’s big grape, but we love her juicy, textural Tempranillo (a total oddball in the 
Languedoc). Fermentation is semi-carbonic, resulting in a vibrant, fruit-forward red that calls to mind grapey Beaujolais, but from the 
warmer south.  Ummm, but why Tempranillo, a Spanish grape, in this coastal French region?  Not sure.  She just found some random 
Tempranillo vines growing on her family’s property and ran with it.  We’re so happy that she did. It’s a totally different beast from its 
Spanish counterparts, with sweet, herbal black fruit, plums and black olive in an exuberant, spritzy package.  Drink with Mexican food! 



 
2016 Vignobles Réveille ‘Jardins Court-Circuit’ Vin de France Rouge $20 
Region: AOP Côtes de Roussillon < France 
Grapes: 75% Carignan, 25% Mourvèdre 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: certified biodynamic, dry farming; gneiss and flint soils; manual harvest in boxes, vigorous hand sorting; aged on 
lees in concrete vat; bottled unfined/unfiltered with no added inputs or So2; 11.7% ABV 
Winemaker: France Crispeels 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: France Crispeels, single mom from Belgium who moves to the French Pyrenees, with its harsh, dry, windy climate, and 
starts farming biodynamically and making fresh, delicious, zero-zero wines – all on her own, no man in sight.   
 
France launched Réveille (which means "Rise" in French -- a reference to the growing natural wine movement in the Roussillon) in 2006, in 
the Agly Valley near France’s Catalan border.   Originally from Belgium, she studied architecture, film and writing, and worked in the arts 
before going back to (enology) school in Marseille in 2000, after her son was born.  So, it makes sense that France’s approach to 
winemaking – that of an artisan more than a scientist – shows in her pretty, non-linear wines (and killer labels!).  Like this 
Carignan/Mourvèdre blend, called Jardins ‘Court-Circuit’ (short circuit) in reference to the epic frost that destroyed her harvest in 2016, 
forcing her to buy grapes from friends in the surrounding area in order to have any wine to sell that vintage.  Thus, the tongue in cheek 
Albert Camus quote on the label "In the midst of winter, I found there was, within me, an invincible summer." The resulting wine was so 
good, she kept making this blend, which is incredibly fresh and light (a pleasant surprise in a region known for big, bold reds).  Super 
quaffable, with perky raspberry spiciness, ripping acidity and supple tannins.  An excellent day drinker! 

2018 Domaine Julie Benau Rosé $19 
Region: Picpoul de Pinet < Languedoc < France 
Grapes: Carignan, Cinsault, a bit of Syrah 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic farming, sand/limestone soil with lots of fossils; ‘saignee’ (means ‘bleeding’ in French) method for 
making rosé as a by-product of red wine fermentation -- a portion of the pink juice from the grape must is removed at an early stage and 
fermented separately; bottled unfined/unfiltered with minimal added SO2 at bottling only; 13% ABV 
Winemaker: Julie Benau 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Julie not only took over her family’s Languedoc estate, but has made a name for herself with her envelope-pushing, 
often experimental, and always super low-intervention (zero-zero) wines -- an anomaly in this big, industrial region, where vineyards grow 
along the lagoons that are home to zillions of oyster beds. 
 
Another wine from the Languedoc’s wine goddess, Julie Benau, this time a juicy rosé! But first, a refresher on Julie’s story: The 16th 
century farmhouse estate in the Languedoc’s coastal backwoods was purchased by Julie's parents in 1980. At first, they sold all their 
grape production to the local co-op, but when daughter Julie came back home in 1999, she took charge and started making natural wine 
from the estate fruit.  She focuses mostly on Picpoul, the area’s big grape, but makes a little bit of this vibrant, fruity, salty rosé that’ll take 
you through these last sunny days and well into fall. 
 
2017 Kikelet Hárslevelü Birtok $26 
Region: Tarcal < Tokaj < Hungary 
Grape: Hárslevelű  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: organic, dry-farming; volcanic soils covered with a layer of loess; whole cluster ferment, aged in neutral French and 
Hungarian oak; bottled unfined, unfiltered, with minimal added So2, 12% ABV 
Winemaker:  Stéphanie Berecz 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Stéphanie Berecz is a winemaker from the Loire and Bordeaux who came to Hungary for a three month stint with 
Tokaj, but fell in love with the region and her future husband, Zsolt. She stayed, and they founded the Kikelet Pince estate near the town 
of Tokaj, where Stéphanie makes her wines in a light, fresh Loire style. 
 
This wine, from a small, female-founded and run estate, combines so many of our favorite elements!  Extreme volcanic soil, weird 
grape/region (Hárslevelű + Hungary), female winemaker, and crazy minerality.  The Hárslevelű grape can be round, fleshy and honied, but 
in Stéphanie’s hands, it’s all about the rocks.  It smells pretty and floral, but this baby is bone-dry with a racy crispness, bright, limey 
acidity and crushed rock.  Actually, it tastes like a lime-heavy margarita on the rocks.  Move over Tequila, make ours a Hárslevelű-rita! 
 
2017 Les Vignes du Domaine du Temps ‘Cosmopolite’ $24 
Region: Languedoc < France  
Grapes: Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: certified organic, biodynamically dry-farmed; chalk and clay soils; whole cluster ferment, aged in neutral oak; 
bottled unfined, unfiltered, with no added So2; zero-zero, 12.5% ABV 



Winemaker:  Lauranne Gobert 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Lauranne Gobert is the owner/winemaker of Domaine du Temps. She purchased the domaine, which was already 
certified organic (since 1996,) in 2014. But she got her start in Burgundy, working with the legendary Frédéric Cossard, the super hard-
core natural wine maestro of Saint-Romain. She brings this discipline and experience to her own project in the Languedoc. 
 
This small, under-the-radar estate in France’s largest wine-producing region is making some of the most elegant, refined zero-zero wines 
we’ve come across.  Perhaps because proprietor Lauranne Gobert has absorbed the philosophy and techniques of her mentor, 
Burgundy’s top natural winemaker Frédéric Cossard, and that pedigree and experience to the warmer Languedoc.  She says, “My wines 
are naturally made, no chemicals but a lot of love.”  The love shows in all 12 biodiverse vine hectares interspersed with donkeys, chickens, 
orchards and vegetable gardens.   And WE love this light, juicy, elegantly-structured field blend called ‘Cosmopolite’, that is soft and 
subtle but spicy, angular, and vibrant, and tastes like fall.  Leafy and crunchy, with spiced raspberry and white pepper, this wine is the 
equivalent of a light sweater.  Just warm and cozy enough to get you in the mood for the season to come. 
 
2018 Anne Arbeau l'Appelle Negrette $20 
Region: Fronton < France 
Grape: Negrette 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic farming; silica and sandy clay soils; semi-carbonic fermentation in stainless steel; bottled 
unfined/unfiltered with minimal added SO2; 12% ABV 
Winemaker: Anne Arbeau 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Anne Arbeau, mom of two and a PhD in Fluid Mechanics, planned to work for Renault in Paris but pivoted to the 
family wine business when her father passed away in 2004.  While her brother is involved in managing vineyards, the ladies are truly in 
charge here – Anne makes the wine, conferring with her mom and grandma on decisions.   
 
Fronton, the Southwestern France vineyard area near Toulouse, is home to rich food like Cassolouet -- and a shit ton of bulk wine.   So, 
what a delight to find the Arbeau family estate, started in 1878 by Anne Arbeau's great-great-grandmother. They started small, selling 
their wine in bulk until they could afford to bottle and label their own wine, which Anne’s mom started, and Anne continues today.  We’re 
OBSESSED with this juicy, tangy semi-carbonic Negrette (an important grape here, but rarely found outside the Southwest).  Aromatic, 
with the tiniest touch of sour-cherry/berry fizz at first sip, the wine opens up to reveal a meaty core surrounded by layers of strawberry and 
plums sprinkled with violets and black pepper. With soft tannins and a rich fruit core, it’s like Syrah meets Pineau d’Aunis meets 
Gamay.  Love at first sip, especially at this price! 
 
2018 Terre Forte Côtes du Rhône Rouge $21 
Region: Avignon-Nîmes < Côtes du Rhône AOP < France   
Grapes: Grenache, Mourvèdre, Syrah 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Organic viticulture (Ecocert certified) and Biodynamic certified (Demeter) Ecocert, Agriculture biologique; galet 
stone covered clay-limestone soils; destemmed, fermented and aged in cement vats; bottled unfined/unfiltered with <20ppm So2; vegan; 
12% ABV 
Winemaker: Nadine Auray-Jauffret & Pierre Jauffret 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Nadine Auray-Jauffret, who runs the Terre Forte estate in the Southern Rhone with her husband Pierre, started making 
the wines herself in 2016. 
 
We’re loving this light and fruity take on Cotes du Rhône, far from the bold (and often heavy wine) we find in this hot, sunny region. It 
smells a bit wild and foresty, like pine resin, blackberry, and pepper, with more forest floor in the mouth, along with tart plums, sour 
cherry and smoke. Very atypical for a Côtes du Rhône, this wine has mystery and depth without weirdness.  Serve slightly chilled, with 
anything grilled.  Also killer as a late-night sipper, ideally in front of a roaring fire. 
 
2017 Château Laubarit Bordeaux NSA Rouge $18 
Region: Entre-Deux-Mers < Bordeaux < France   
Grapes: Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic by Ecocert & Biodynamic by Demeter; limestone clay soils full of tiny fossilized oysters; stainless 
steel fermentation with pump-overs by hand; aged in stainless steel for 2/3, oak barrels for 1/3; no added So2; 12% ABV 
Winemaker:  Isabelle & Florent Simonneau 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Isabelle, whose grandparents were farmers, grew up with her hands in the soil. So, when she met Florent, her husband 
and member of one of the original Bordeaux wine families, naturally she started working the vines with Florent and his father. She then 



got a technical degree in winemaking and wine business, began managing the estate in 1994, and today is the big boss of Château 
Laubarit, one of the cleanest and greenest estates in all of Bordeaux. 
  
The Château Laubarit estate (in the family since 1780) was a pioneer in organic farming, having started in 1965 (!) and getting certified in 
1975.  They moved into Biodynamic farming in the late 90’s and were certified in 2003.  This is HELLA unusual in Bordeaux, a region, not 
unlike Napa, where consistency and tradition in the wines are paramount (after all, most important Bordeaux wine is sold as futures).  This 
might be the first time we’ve ever been smitten by a Bordeaux wine, but this adorable, proudly NSA (no sulfites added) table wine is hard 
not to love.  Light, fresh and almost glou glou in its drinkability, it smells bright purple, like grape Jello.  In your mouth this grapey 
juiciness is tempered by a host of crunchy, exotic fall flavors, like cardamom and anise, and some earthy, grounding forest 
floor.  Delightful with a slight chill.  A very versatile food red (also great with cheese!) 
 
2017 Domaine de la Chevalerie Borgueil Diptyque $20 
Region: Borgueil < Loire Valley < France  
Grapes: Cabernet Franc 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Certified organic (2008) and certified biodynamic (Demeter 2010) farming; 25-30 year old vines on gravelly, sandy 
soils; aged 4-6 months in concrete vats with a small percentage in neutral oak; unfined/unfiltered; 10ppm SO2 added; 12% ABV 
Winemaker: Stéphanie Caslot 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Two sisters! Stéphanie Caslot has been running the show at Domaine de la Chevalerie (in the family since 1640!) since 
2008, when she completed the conversion to organic farming.  In 2018 was joined by younger sister Laurie. Their brother manages the 
vineyards, but it is the ladies making – and selling – the wine. 
 
I’ve been a fan of the Chevalerie wines for a while, having had the pleasure of visiting Stéphanie at the estate a few years ago.  She looks 
the part of the quintessential French gamine, but don’t be fooled by her perfect pixie cut or that spot-on red lipstick – this one serious 
vigneron, who considers herself the “wine watchwoman, the guardian” while her brother, “the gardener”, looks after the vines and the 
vineyard. They focus on Cab Franc wines, producing several serious, age-worthy cuveés, but we love the ‘Diptyque’, their vin de soif.  
Made from the younger vines (25+ years) and subject to a very light maceration, this wine is meant to be an easy, approachable Bistrot 
wine.  Which is exactly what it is – medium-bodied, friendly tannins, bright acid, and a plush mouthful of crunchy red and black fruit, 
violets, pepper and earth.  So perfect, chilled, with pretty much any dinner you’re putting out on a Tuesday night – tacos, roast chicken, 
bean soup, you name it….   
 
2018 Giornata Moscato Giallo $27 
Region: San Miguel District > Paso Robles > California 
Grapes: 90% Moscato Giallo, 10% Falanghina  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: organic farming, biodynamic practices, 800 feet elevation, silty clay loam soils, half-skin contact, semi-carbonic 
maceration, amphora, 11.5% ABV 
Winemaker:  Stephanie & Brian Terrizzi 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Stephanie Terrizzi is a mom of two, and half of the Paso Robles wine project Giornata, with her husband Brian.  When 
she isn’t coordinating her twin girls’ ballet lessons and tennis practice, she is managing the vineyards and making the wine at Giornata. 
 
We had the pleasure of stopping in to Giornata in Paso Robles back in August and spent some time with Stephanie.  We learned about 
this lovely couples dream to create wines from Italian grapes in California, while employing the sensibility and philosophy of Italian 
winemaking. They stick out in “Big-Wine” Paso with wines that are more Italian than Californian, with balance and subtlety rather than 
intensity, heat, and extraction. They pick grapes early, at lower sugar levels, and handle their must gently in the cellar, which successfully 
results in wines that belong on the Italian dinner table—acidic, low alcohol and balanced. What they describe as “the best wine grape for 
eating”, Moscato Giallo is wildly aromatic and bursting with floral flavors.  On the nose there are peaches, candy corn, and even juicy 
tomatoes, but the palate is bone dry, with zingy acid.  It tastes like an exotic cocktail of tart apricot, passion fruit, sweet basil, and lemon-
honey tea.  Super unusual and delicious, on its own as an aperitivo. 
 
2017 Castell D’Age Garnatxa SO2 Free $22 
Region: Pénédès > Spain 
Grapes: Garnatxa (Grenache) 
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Demeter certified biodynamic farming; calcareous ‘Licorella’ soils; de-stemmed and fermented in stainless steel 
then steel aged for 8 month; bottled unfiltered with no added So2, zero-zero, vegan; 14% ABV 
Winemaker: Olga Betrián  
 
LADY IN CHARGE:  At Castell d'Age there is not just ONE lady in charge (Olivia Junyent), but 3 generations of Catalan women who have 
been doing their organic/biodynamic wine thing for over 50 years – and another woman making the wine.  Olivia’s now running the estate 



founded by her grandmother and works closely with Olga to continually do less to the wine – case in point: their proudly NAS Garnaxta! 
 
This is biodynamically farmed Garnacha from Licorella, or slate, soils in Penedes, Spain, from the ladies at Castell d’Age.  We love the 
label of this zero-zero cuveé, which proudly proclaims what’s in it, and not - 100% Garnatxa, and 0% B.S.! And it shows!  Beneath the dark 
cloudy glass of the bottle, the deep cherry-colored juice sparkles with ruby highlights.  It’s got big, exuberant fruit but stays fresh and light 
on its feet, with forest berries, plush tannins and a pleasant mouth-puckering acidity.  Great with all the fall food.  Serve with a light chill 
for the best sips!  
 
2018 Turner Pageot Le Blanc $23 
Region: Gabian > Languedoc-Roussillon > France  
Grapes: 50% Roussanne, 30% Picpoul, 20% Marsanne  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: certified organic, certified biodynamic 200 and 300 metres, mosaic of different soil types (schiste, clay-limestone, 
volcanic basalt/limestone and bauxite), 30 day skin fermentation in small open vats, 2 week plunge during fermentation, minimal SO2 
added (4 to 6ppm at bottling) 
Winemaker:  Karen Turner  
 
LADY IN CHARGE:  While husband Emmanuel manages the vineyards, the real star is his wife Karen, who makes the wine and also works 
as the head winemaker and manager of another (very famous) Languedoc winery, Prieuré de Saint Jean de Bébian. Serious girl boss! 
 
Australian scientist Karen Turner and her husband Emmanuel farm 10 hectares in the Languedoc bring you this incredible intro to orange 
wine!  The 3 grapes here are fermented like a red wine, skins, stalks, and all-- making for white with the tannins and structure of a red. 
Karen’s says her goal with ‘Le Blanc’ is to bring body and freshness to the wine.  The north-facing slopes where their vineyards grow on 
help to ensure a long and even maturation for the grapes. While Marsanne is not usually an aromatic varietal, Karen’s use of open vats 
brings out the heady aromas of tangerine and mango. Full-bodied and approachable, it smells like orange rinds and white flowers wilting 
in the sun, and tastes like yellow peaches, those tangerines and dry, dusty earth, but never loses its identity as a white wine.   
 
DRINKING NOTE: Open and pour a glass, or decant, for 20 minutes before enjoying.   It’ll open up and reveal its prettiness with air. 
 
ADD-ON: 2018 Frank Cornelissen Etna Rosato Susucaru $30 
Region: Mt. Etna < Sicily < Italy 
Grapes: Malvasia, Moscadella, Inzolia and Nerello Mascalese  
Vineyard/Cellar Stats: Beyond organic/biodynamic hands-off farming; volcanic soil; full skin contact for texture and territorial identity, 
malolactic fermentation fully finished; bottled unfined/unfiltered with zero added So2; 12.5% ABV 
Winemaker: Frank Cornelissen 
 
If you’re into natural wine, you’ve probably heard of Susucaru.  But you’ve likely never tried it, because now that you’ve heard of it, it’s 
impossible to find. This obscure, dark pink rose from Sicily’s Mount Etna wasn’t on anybody’s radar until Action Bronson (New York chef-
turned-rapper who’s with a foodie show on Viceland called “F*ck That’s Delicious”) came along and waxed poetic after discovering it at 
a restaurant in Sydney: “I been waiting for this Susucaru all my life. I love this one.” Then it blew up, going from unknown to top 20 most-
searched-for wines on Wine Searcher almost instantly.   
 
Made by Belgian Frank Cornelissen, a fierce supporter of natural wines, who farms his 64 volcanic acres in a totally minimalist way.  As in, 
he even considers biodynamics too interventionist.  He lets the vines grow as they wish, untrained, allowing Mother Earth “in her various 
energetic and cosmic passages to lead the way, instead of deciding and imposing ourselves”, he explains.  The approach is similar in the 
cellar, where he never adds or removes anything, and just lets the juice and natural yeasts do their things.  This raw energy is apparent in 
the wine, which is radically alive, electric and super sexy.   Vivid wild floral tones mix with notes of Campari and blood orange juice, 
yellow peaches, red apple skin and strawberries on the nose. With a lick of tannin and a backbone of minerality, it’s really more like a 
teenage red.  It breaks my heart knowing that this one bottle that I opened to write this note is the ONLY one I will savor this year.  The 
only taste of this magic elixir to cross my lips this year.  I seriously want to make out with this wine.  Or maybe just make out drinking this 
wine.  F*ck That’s Delicious! You’re right Action, you’re so right.  But did you have to F*ck it up for the rest of us?  Couldn’t we have kept 
Frank and his Susucaru our dirty little secret??  Sigh… 
 
Now that you’re salivating and thinking “I NEED this wine!”, I must crush your soul and tell you it is nearly impossible to procure. Since 
Action shared his love for it, demand has gone through the roof, and now it is super allocated. One case for the entire vintage.  That’s all 
we got.  Available as an add-on for Rock Juice Direct clients only. 
 
2017 Domaine Les 4 Vents ‘Les Pitchounettes’ Rouge $30 
Region: Crozes-Hermitage > Rhône > France 
Grapes: Syrah 



Vineyard/Cellar Stats: certified organic, certified biodynamic, alluvial/limestone/sandy soils, stainless steel, unfined, lightly filtered, 
minimal sulphites added (under 30 ppm), 13% ABV 
Winemaker:  Lucie Fourel & Nancy Cellier 
 
LADY IN CHARGE: Not just one, but two ladies in charge here--Lucie and Nancy.  These sisters are a dynamic duo: Lucie was a young 
vigneronne, who in 2006 took over 3.5 hectares in Crozes-Hermitage from her parents with the idea of making wines from her family’s 
vineyards under her own new label. 7 years later, her sister Nancy, couldn’t help but join the fun, changing the name to Domaine les 4 
Vents which was the name of the Auberge that their great grandparents owned next door to the winery.  
 
The philosophy of the ladies at Les 4 Vents is inspired by organic farming and low-intervention winemaking. They say, “we are in 
perpetual search of respecting the environment, our interventions, in the vineyard or in the cellar, aim to accompany the grapes, then the 
wine, towards its most authentic expression”. This beautiful Syrah, intensely purple, smells like bright, bursting red fruits and shows the 
feminine, pretty side of Syrah (vs. the meaty, gamy quality you often find in the Northern Rhone).  Freshness dominates the palate as well, 
lots of tart, tannic strawberries, roundness, and juicy blackberries. Lucie does not use any sulfur during the winemaking process, only a few 
drops added just before bottling. While ‘Les Pitchounettes’ (which means the little ones) is ample, energetic, and voluminous, its fleshy 
freshness has the subtle tannins and zingy fruit to outline this big, fun Syrah.  Which, BTW, is a STEAL for a Croze-Hermitage of this 
quality! 
 
 


